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In the ideal pressure onditions of a helium-lled diamond anvil ell,
we have been able to probe the resistivity and, for the rst time, the spei heat of the heavy fermion super ondu tor CeCu2 Si2 at pressures over
6 GPa, down to temperatures below 100 mK, and in a magneti eld up to
8 T. We learly observed the super ondu ting jump using the AC alorimetry te hnique, whi h provides a semi-quantitative measure of the sample
spe i heat. The evolution of the super ondu ting transition with pressure
was observed quasi-simultaneously in a single sample in both the resistivity
and heat apa ity. The jump in Cp hints at hanges in the oupling regime.
When T is a rapidly varying fun tion of pressure, the resistive transition is
broadened and strongly dependent on the measuring urrent. When T has
a maximum at 2 K, the residual resistivity shows a peak, and the resistivity
is linear in temperature above T .
PACS numbers: 74.70.Tx, 74.25.q

1. Introdu tion

Pressure is a very useful te hnique for exploring the properties of strongly
orrelated systems su h as CeCu Si . However, the hydrostati ity of the
pressure medium an play an important role  hen e the need for helium.
CeCu Si has ommanded mu h interest sin e it was found to be a superondu tor in 1979 [1℄. Its phase diagram under pressure, T P , is one of
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CeCu Si 's least understood features. T P has been measured in detail
by sus eptibility in a helium pressure transmitting medium [2℄, where it
was found to vary in a highly non-monotoni way with pressure, with several sharp features. Resistivity measurements have been arried out in both
a quasi-hydrostati Bridgman anvil ell [3,4℄, and in helium [6℄. While in
broad agreement, the resistivity results fail to on lusively reprodu e T ;
they show a marked sample dependen e, with a lower T orresponding to
a higher residual resistivity. Here we attempt to lear up some of this onfusion by presenting resistivity and AC- alorimetri [5℄ measurements on
CeCu Si in a He-lled diamond anvil ell to over 6 GPa.
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2. Experimental

Six 5 m wires (four gold and two AuFe [0.07%℄) were spot welded to
a   m CeCu Si sample. Two thermo ouple jun tions were
formed, ea h from one AuFe and one Au wire. An alternating urrent was
passed through one thermo ouple, while the signal from the other was measured using a lo k-in amplier. The resulting temperature os illations serve
as a sensitive measure of the sample heat apa ity. The signal also ontains
a ontribution from the thermal oupling to the surroundings. At a high
enough ex itation frequen y, the sample ontribution dominates the signal.
The ut-o frequen y ! turns out to be very temperature dependent. Fortunately, while ompli ating the data analysis, the redu tion in ! at the
lowest temperatures allows the te hnique to be used down to  mK.
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3. Results and dis ussion

Fig. 1 shows the phase diagram determined by both resistivity and spei heat, both on in reasing and de reasing the pressure. Previous resistivity measurements on CeCu Si under pressure showed broad super ondu ting transitions whose widths depended strongly on pressure, an ee t that
an be partly blamed on pressure gradients. Unfortunately, while removing
pressure gradients, helium un overs further ompli ations. Our measurements highlighted the presen e of at least two qualitatively dierent types
of behaviour in the same sample. The urrent dependen e of the transition
width implies that the sample ontains a lamentary super ondu ting region with a higher T , while the majority of the sample is represented by
the point at whi h R . The bulk nature of the transition at T R was
demonstrated by the alorimetry results, to be dis ussed below. If the lamentary super ondu tivity is dened by an onset riterion, T P R seems
to show the sharp hanges in slope found by sus eptibility, while T P
is more in line with those resistivity measurements showing a lower T .
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Fig. 1. T (P ) determined by resistivity (open symbols) and the Cp jump midpoint
(lled ir les). Triangles show T onset and squares T R=0 . The dotted line shows the
phase diagram determined by sus eptibility [2℄. Note the good agreement between
the R = 0 and Cp onset riteria, and also the width of the resistive transition.

Fig. 2 shows the analysis of the spe i heat data at 3.67GPa. A simple
one-dimensional model of the AC- alorimetry system predi ts the amplitude
and phase of the temperature os illations (T ) indu ed by AC heating.
T
P =  i!C , where P is the heating power,  the thermal oupling
to the bath, C the sample heat apa ity, and ! the ex itation frequen y,
assumed to be low enough that the thermometer an follow the temperature
os illations. At high enough frequen ies, T an be assumed to be inversely
proportional to the sample heat apa ity. However, !  ! =C , and
! in turn depends on the temperature. One an use the phase of the
AC- alorimetry signal to orre t for this. Alternatively, one an subtra t
a ba kground signal taken at a dierent frequen y. These two methods give
a good agreement below  K.
The shape and size of the spe i heat jump should be treated with
aution, but an provide useful information. If one ompares the Cp jump
at  mK ( : GPa) and  : K ( : GPa), there appears to be an inrease in Cs Cn =Cn, suggesting a hange in oupling regime. However,
the measuring onditions are very dierent at the two temperatures. One
an omment with fewer aveats on the shape of the peak: the spe i heat
jump remains sharp as the pressure is in reased, even during the rapid rise
in T , demonstrating the quality of the pressure medium. However, as the
pressure is in reased, the super ondu ting peak broadens and ollapses, even
before T starts to fall. At least above 2GPa the physi s is reversible, with
the Cp peak regaining its shape and size on depressurisation. The ele troni
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Fig. 2. (a) Modulus and phase of thermo ouple signal at 3.67 GPa as a fun tion
of temperature. For !C
, 
0Æ ; for !C
, 
90Æ . (b) Transition in
C=T and . C = os =(!TAC ), where TAC is al ulated from the thermo ouple
signal amplitude and the AuFe thermopower (n.b. a 90Æ phase oset is taken into
a ount in the al ulation). Note the onset of the spe i heat transition when the
resistive transition is omplete.
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spe i heat an also be estimated from the normal-state alorimetry signal. It shows a peak lose to the maximum T , superimposed on general
de rease with pressure. The normal state resistivity onrms previous results, with a linear temperature dependen e around the maximum T , along
with a maximum in the residual resistivity.
4. Con lusions

We have extended the AC- alorimetry te hnique to higher pressures and
lower temperatures in a helium medium. While this method is urrently
only semi-quantitative, our results should help further the understanding of
super ondu tivity in CeCu Si . A more quantitative understanding of the
AC- alorimetry results seems possible, by more a urate modelling, and/or
by alibration with a well- hara terised ompound.
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